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ABSTRACT
The identification and separation of contributions associated with
different sources or processes is a general problem in signal and im-
age processing. Here, we focus on the decomposition of multiple
linear relationships and introduce a non-negative formulation. The
proposed models can be viewed as generalizations of latent class re-
gression models and account for possibly varying magnitudes of the
linear transfer functions. Along with these models, we present model
calibration algorithms. We first demonstrate their performance on
simulated data. We also report an application to the analysis of upper
ocean dynamics from remote sensing data (namely, satellite-derived
Sea Surface Height (SSH) and Sea Surface temperature (SST) image
series). This application further stresses the proposed formulation’s
relevance compared to state-of-the-art regression models.
Index Terms— Linear relationships, non-negativity, latent class
model, Expectation-Maximization algorithm, multi-source remote
sensing data
1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The separation and identification of contributions associated with
different types of sources or processes from multiple observations
is a general problem in signal and image processing [1]. Significant
advances have been reported in the last decade with the introduc-
tion of concepts such as non-negative matrix factorization (NN-MF)
and sparsity [2–5]. From a mathematical point of view, this issue





αkbk + ω (1)
where y ∈ RI , coefficient αk ∈ R quantifies the contribution of
component bk ∈ RI , which corresponds to the k-th reference signal
or image andω ∈ RI is a multivariate white Gaussian noise process.
In this context, non-negativity constraints are used to develop part-
based representations that have multiple applications, ranging from
learning parts of faces or semantic features of text [2] to audio blind
source separation of convolutive mixtures [3]. Sparsity constraints,
on the other hand, allow for dimensionality reduction and simpler
representations of high-dimensional data [6], thus leading to the de-
velopment of simpler models and representations that are easier to
understand.
In this paper, we address the decomposition of multiple linear re-
lationships between two signals under non-negativity constraints as
in model (1). The proposed models generalize classical regression
and latent class regression models [7,8]. Compared to these state-of-
the-art models, their key features are two-fold: first, they account for
possibly varying magnitudes of the linear relationships; second, they
explicitly evaluate the relative importance of different linear relation-
ships. This is of wide interest for a variety applications such as re-
gression hypothesis testing, transfer function identification, regime-
switching dynamics, etc. As an illustration, we address here the
analysis of upper ocean dynamics from the identification and de-
composition of the linear relationships exhibited by satellite-derived
sea surface geophysical image series.
2. PROPOSED MODELS
2.1. General model
Let us denote by xn ∈ RJ , yn ∈ RI the nth samples of some mul-
tivariate observation dataset. These two variables may account for
independent pairs of samples, when addressing classical regression
problems, as well as signal or images patches when dealing with
transfer functions between two signals, images or images series X
and Y.
Our goal is to identify and decompose multiple linear relationships
possibly exhibited by multivariate variables xn and yn. To this end,







αnk ≥ 0, ∀ k ∈ J1,KK, ∀n ∈ J1, NK
||βk||F = 1, ∀ k ∈ J1,KK
(2)
where xn ∈ RJ , yn ∈ RI , αnk ∈ R+, βk ∈ RI×J , || · ||F is the
Frobenius norm and ωn is a centered Gaussian noise process with
covariance matrix Σ that models estimation residuals. N is the total
number of observations available, K is the total number of compo-
nents or modes in the mixture and k and n indicate, respectively, the
current observation and mode considered. The first model constraint
derives from the desired non-negativity of coefficients αnk, while
the second constraint ensures the identifiability of the problem. The
non-negativity constraint provides the mean for distinguishing the
form of the linear relationships between variables xn and yn from
the magnitude of these relationships.
Model (2) allows us to address decomposition problems involving
mixed linear contributions. This model generalizes linear mixture
problems involving linear regressions and latent class regression
models [7, 8]. The later might be viewed as a simplified version of
our model (2), where mixing coefficients do not depend on index n
and only one mode is actually active for each sample pair. Besides,
a classical linear regression resorts to model (2) with K = 1 and
αnk = α
∗ ∀ k ∈ J1,KK, ∀n ∈ J1, NK.
2.2. Latent class model
Under the assumption that for each pair of variables xn and yn there
is a strongly dominant mode, that is to say that for any sample pair
(xn,yn) only one of the mixing coefficients αnk is non-null, we
introduce a hidden variable zn that indicates the mode which oper-
ates for each sample pair (xn,yn), and we derive a simplified latent
class formulation for model (2) :
P (yn|zn = k) ∼ N (0,Σk, r (xn,yn))





where N (0,Σk, ·) is a centered Gaussian distribution with covari-
ance matrix Σk and || · ||Σk is the mode dependent covariance-
weighted distance.
It may be noted that this latent class model still generalizes latent
class regression model as used in [8], since non-null coefficients αnk
may still vary with respect to sample index n. As detailed in the sub-
sequent section, given its lower computational complexity, this latent
class model is of particular interest in the proposed multi-stage cali-
bration process for model (2), and may be used as an initialization.
3. MODEL CALIBRATION AND INVERSION
Given some joint dataset {x,y}n, we aim at calibrating and solv-
ing for model (2). Two different situations may be distinguished: i)
the calibration of all model parameters, i.e. regression matrices βk
and non-negative mixing coefficients αnk, from dataset {x,y}n, ii)
the estimation of non-negative mixing coefficients αnk for dataset
{x,y}n with known regression matrices βk. The later may be re-
garded as a special case of the first one, as detailed below.
We first describe the proposed alternating least square (ALS) proce-
dure for model (2). We then derive the Expectation-Maximization
(EM) procedure for the proposed latent class model (3), as well as a
moment-based calibration scheme.
3.1. ALS calibration
The calibration of model (2) according to a Maximum Likelihood
criterion resorts to the following least square minimization to infer














αnk ≥ 0, ∀n ∈ J1, NK, ∀k ∈ J1,KK
||βk||2 = 1, ∀k ∈ J1,KK
(4)
where || · ||Σ is the quadratic norm associated with covariance matrix
Σ.
The minimization problem presented in Eq. (4) is not linear nor con-
vex if we consider joint minimization over αnk and βk. It becomes
linear and convex, however, if we fix αnk and perform the minimiza-
tion over βk or vice versa.
A classical alternating least squares (ALS) minimization [9–12], in
which we alternate a minimization over βk with fixed αnk (β-step)
with a minimization over αnk with fixed βk (α-step), leads to the


























































The non-negativity constrains over αnk and the normalization con-








, ∀k ∈ J1,KK (7)
αˆi+1nk = 0, if αˆ
i+1
nk < 0 (8)
Experimental results suggest that the ALS approach is dependent on
initialization, which motivated us to use the maximum likelihood
parameters of model (3) as initialization for model (2).
3.2. Latent class model calibration
For latent class model (3), we derive a classical iterative EM proce-
dure [13–15] to infer model parameters βk and αnk according to a
ML criterion. At iteration i, the E-step comes to compute the poste-
rior of hidden variables zn given current model parameters βik and
αnk:
















The M-step then updates model parameters as follows:






































































The non-negativity constraints over αnk and the normalization con-
straints over βk are forced after each EM iteration (Eqs. (7) and
(8)).
Experimentally, it has been noted that an ill-conditioned or nearly
singular covariance matrix may result in numerical instabilities in
the update of scalars αnk (Eq. (12)). Hence, we may consider a vari-
ant of the algorithm with a spherical covariance matrix, Σik = σ
2II ,
∀k ∈ [1,K]. We will refer to this variant of the EM algorithm as the
pseudo-EM algorithm.
3.3. Moment-based estimation of regression parameters
Regarding initialization issues, we also derive a moment-based esti-
mation of regression matrices βk. Noting that all amplitude infor-
mation is contained in coefficients αnk, a direct application of the or-
thogonality principle [16] yields that regression matrix βk that mini-
mizes the root mean square estimation error is the matrix that causes
vectors βkxn and yn to be colinear for all sample pairs (xn,yn)
assigned to mode k. Therefore, assuming that we are provided with
some estimates or initial values of posteriors τnk (Eq. (9)), we can





















We then define a moment-based conditional estimation algorithm
(MICE) [17–20]. It consists in replacing the update of regression
matrices βk in the M-step of the EM procedures (Eq. (11)) by the
above moment-based update (Eq. (14)). As detailed below, this
moment-based estimation is considered as initialization to the EM
iterations, since it does not require knowing initial values for mixing
coefficients αnk.
3.4. Non-negative linear decomposition algorithm (NN-LD)
We detail in Algorithm 1 the overall procedure for the calibration
of model (2). We adopt a greedy approach to improve convergence
properties. As initialization, we perform an initialK class clustering
of the data using a simple k-means algorithm [21–23], compute ini-
tial binary posteriors τnk, and exploit the MICE update of regression
matrices βk and mixing coefficients αnk. We then iterate the EM (or
pseudo-EM) procedure until convergence for latent class model (3)
and follow with iterations of the ALS procedure until convergence
for general model (2).
Algorithm 1 Non-negative Linear Decomposition
































































































(a) αnk mean relative error












(b) βk mean relative error
Fig. 1: Mean relative parameter estimation errors. Vertical lines in-
dicate the iteration number at which the change between the EM
(pseudo-EM) procedure for the latent class model (3) and the ALS
procedure for general model (2) occurs
Table 1: Estimation features for the groundtruthed synthetic
datasets. Results are presented for both variants of the NN-LD algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1)




L (αnk,βk) −8.8305× 105 −1.4104× 106
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Evaluation on synthetic datasets
We first evaluate the proposed model calibration procedures on syn-
thetic datasets. We simulate data according to model (2), considering
I = 3, J = 2, N = 100000, K = 2 and randomly generated mix-
ing coefficients α∗nk and regression matrices β
∗
k.
Both variants of the NN-LD algorithm (EM and pseudo-EM) are
then applied to the generated dataset to estimate its mixing coeffi-
cients αnk and regression matrices βk.
With a view to characterizing calibration performance, we analyze
the evolution of the mean relative error between our parameter esti-





and eβk ) for both variants of the NN-LD algorithm. The obtained
results are presented in Fig. 1.
We also compute the log-likelihood (L (αnk,βk)) and the relative
root mean square error (RRMSE) for the reconstruction of vari-
ables {yn}. The results are summarized in Table 1.
The proposed algorithms accurately estimate model parameters with
reasonable error statistics (Table 1).
The EM variant of the algorithm outperforms the pseudo-EM vari-
ant, since it reaches lower error values and higher log-likelihood val-
ues (Table 1). This result is explained by the fact that the pseudo-EM
variant does not take the covariance structure of estimation residuals
into account for the estimation of model parameters.
As far as reconstruction is concerned, the relative root mean square
error values (Table 1) indicate that both variants have good recon-
struction performance, with a greater accuracy for the EM variant.
We conclude that the EM variant of the algorithm should be used
when possible, but in cases where numerical instability problems
may arise, the pseudo-EM variant could be a viable choice. Choos-
ing between these two algorithm variants implies making a compro-
mise between accuracy and numerical stability and will ultimately
(a) Latent class regression model
(b) Proposed model
Fig. 2: Ocean surface dynamics segmentation. Predicted SSH per
mode for the considered models (K = 2)
depend on the nature of each specific problem and dataset.
4.2. Application to ocean remote sensing data
We applied the NN-LD algorithm in its EM variant to real ocean
remote sensing microwave temperature and altimetry data. The
main objective is to illustrate the relevance of the proposed model
to investigate and decompose upper ocean dynamics from multi-
sensor data synergies, namely sea surface temperature (SST) and
sea surface height (SSH). From a theoretical point of view [24, 25],
SST and SSH images are expected to be related through linear trans-
fer functions. As case-study, we focus on the Agulhas region, a
dynamical ocean region between longitudes 5◦E to 65◦E and lati-
tudes 30◦S to 48◦S, during the year 2004. The dataset used is the
same as in [8]. SST and SSH images are interpolated on the same
1/4◦ × 1/4◦ Mercator grid. Restating linear transfer functions as
matricial operators applied to image patches, we apply model (2) to
vectorized versions of 3×3 SSH patches (noted yn, with I = 9) and
9× 9 SST patches (noted xn, with J = 81). For model calibration,
we randomly sample a dataset of 105 patch pairs. We also consider
a test dataset of∼ 1.3× 104 patch pairs randomly sampled from the
1st January, 2004.
We consider a two-mode version of model (2) (i.e., K = 2). We cal-




Two-class regression model [8] 27.22%
Proposed model with K = 1 1.67%
Proposed model with K = 2 0.08%
ibrate model parameters using the NN-LD algorithm applied to the
training dataset. The retrieved regression matrices βk are then used
as the true regression matrices for the test dataset, and the NN-LD
algorithm is used with fixed βk to estimate mixing coefficients αnk
for the test dataset.
For comparison purposes, we also apply a classical regression
model, a latent class regression model with two classes [8], and a
one-mode version of model (2) (i.e., K = 1) to the same datasets.
We illustrate the intrinsic difference between the latent class regres-
sion model (K = 2) and the proposed model (K = 2) through the
contribution of each mode to the reconstruction of the SSH field
(Fig. 2). Whereas the latent class regression model performs some
binary spatial segmentation, the proposed model decomposes the
SSH field according to two additive components: the first one prov-
ing a coarse prediction of the SSH field, the second one consisting
of a negative anomaly along the Agulhas current (the region depict-
ing the greater current values). From a quantitative point view, we
report in Table 2 the relative root mean square error (RRMSE) of the
reconstruction of the SSH image for each model.
These results clearly demonstrate the relevance of the non-negative
decomposition. It allows us to distinguish the form of the retrieved
linear relationships between the SST and SSH fields, i.e. the nor-
malized regression matrices βk, from the local magnitude of these
linear relationships, i.e. the mixing coefficients αnk. This is a key
feature, as the local magnitude of the retrieved linear relationships
is expected to vary in space and time, especially in relation to the
depth of the mixing layer. Our model also provides the means to test
for the relative relevance of one-mode against two-mode models.
The two-mode model leads to a significant relative improvement by
a factor of 20 (Table 2), whose geophysical relevance needs to be
further analyzed in future work.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have proposed new models to characterize linear relationships
between variables, along with the associated calibration algorithms
to estimate the model parameters from data. Good experimental con-
vergence properties were reported on synthetic datasets. We have
demonstrated the relevance of the proposed non-negative models for
the modal decomposition of upper ocean dynamics from SSH-SST
synergies.
Future work includes extensions to non-Gaussian noise processes
and non-linear kernel-based decompositions [26, 27]. Additional
constraints on the regression matrices, for instance sparsity con-
straints [5]) may be of particular interest for the interpretation of
the identified regression matrices. Future work also involves fur-
ther development of the application to joint SSH-SST analysis and
reconstruction of upper ocean dynamics. Other application fields,
such as the blind identification of MIMO systems that can be ap-
plied, for example, to the multipath problem in communication
systems [28–30], might also be explored.
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